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INTRODUCTION

through the process, presenting different menu
choices which guide data sst creation.

Creating SAS data sets can be a very boring, redundant and time
consuming job tor experienced SAS programmers. Whereas, less
experienced programmers and non-programmers may find this to
be a difficult chore. DSGEN was created to alleviate both

Data
Validation

conditions.
DSGEN, the data set generator, is a menu-driven application that
allows users to define data sets, create format catalogs, and
customize data access screens with minimal knowledge of the SAS
language. At Pharmaceutical Product Development. Inc. (PPD),
our clinical data analysts (COA) choose initial data set names, field
names, descriptions and valid values for data fields on a case
report form. After reviewing the information with a programmer, the
COA enters the information into DSGEN and creates the data sets.

A few data set design guidelines were
established. They are: 1) choose valid names
or mnemonics for data sets and fields; 2) use
discrete valid value lists or data value ranges
to aid data integrity; and 3) all fields must
have a corresponding description of 40
characters or less. Simple validation programs
ensure that all of the above guidelines are
followed. Reports allow the user to verify all of
the design specifications before the data set is
created.

RESULTS

This paper gives an overview, describes the rnteriace from the
use~s perspective, and shows, in the programmer's perspective,
how the user input is magically converted into SAS language
statements.

After the data set design is complete, DSGEN produces:

OVERVIEW
DSGEN guides data set creation by prompting users to supply the
necessary information. English phrases such as "field desCription"
are used instead of SAS terminology like "SAS variable label".
Field names become the SAS variable names, while lists of valid
values are used to create a user defined format catalog. Simple
validation programs check for valid informat, format, and SAS
variable names and the existence of duplicate field names. The
application creates the data sets, as well as the custom data entry
screens. The same information is used to write base SAS
programs that can be used later to modify or recreate the data sets
and format catalog.

SAS data sets

All of the data sets defined in DSGEN.

SAS screen
Catalog

Contains a customized screen for each data
set.

SAS format
Catalog

Contains user-defined inforrnats and formats.

Maintenance
programs

Base SAS programs for each data set to
recreate or modify the data set structure. Also,
a program to recreate the user-defined format
catalog is created.

COMPARISONS TO
PROGRAMMING TOOLS

EXISTING

SAS

DSGEN provides capabilities not readily available through normal
SAS programming features:

FEATURES
User
Friendly
Interface

"Fhe system replaces the SAS terminology

Wide Target
Audience

DSGEN is intended to be used by the nonprogrammer or programmers who are not
familiar with SAS. It may also be used as a
tool for SAS programmers to make quick work
of data base creation.

Menu-Driven

The application takes the user step by step

English prompts for ease of use English phases such as "field description" are
used instead of SAS terminology like "variable
label".

with English prompts. Terms like ·variable
name" and "informat" are replaced with "field
name" and "valid value list".

Ability to modify the data set definition The SASlFSP® software data set definition
mode gives the user one chance to define the
data set. If any of the information needs to be
modified, the definition screen cannot be
accessed for changes. Also, the position of
the variable in the data set cannot be
changed. DSGEN allows the user to change
all of the data set specifications.
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Customized screens After creating a data set using the SASIFSP
software definition mode, a data screen is
created. Unless you specify the label option.
the variable names are displayed on the
screen beside each field. DSGEN
automatically uses the field descriptions on the
customized screen.
Maintenance programs DSGEN creates base SAS programs that can
be used to modify or recreate the data sets
and user-defined format catalog.
These
maintenance programs also serve as data set
design documentation. This is not
automatically available from SAS software.

3. Validate Data Set
Information -

runs programs to verify user input.

4. Create Data Sets -

builds user-defined data sets.

5. Customize Screens -

generates
screens.

6. Exit-

ends session (bye).

Pl.as .. tU to ehoice

a~d

I

Pro<Jram)

Define Data Sets

I
I CUstomize Serec~s I

lntomation

press <RETURN>

or PF3 to END

Creating the Valid Value Ust:
Fields can be restricted to accept a list of discrete values or
ranges. This allows only correct values to be entered. For
example, a field for the contestanfs sex should only accept an M
or F. If another value is entered, an error message is displayed.
Values can be reformatted for output presentation. One of the
advantages of reformatting data is to simulate table look:.up. For
example, state abbreviations can be entered and reformatted to the
complete state name. A list that restricts values is an input list,
while a list reformatting values constitutes an output list.

THE USER'S PERSPECTIVE
This section will desaibe the step by step process of creating data
sets, catalogs and screens. The main menu (Figure 1) displays the
following features:

enter the data set definitions.

Ge~erator

I Enter Valicl Value Lists I
I Validate Data Set
I Cr..au. Data Sets I

To illustrate DSGEN, a data set will be created to contain contest
enrollment information. The data set, DEMOG, will contain the
contestant's name, sex, date of birth, age, height, and special
code. The field containing sex will be restricted to accept only M
or F. Age is limited to t()-12 and 14-18. The actual height will be
entered in feet and displayed as short, average or tall. The special
code is reformatted to a group assignment.
The User's
Perspective will show the steps followed by the user, whereas the
Programmer's Perspective will show the behind the scenes
conversion of user input to SAS language statements.

2. Define Data sets -

access

Figure 1 DSGEN main menu.

DSGEN DEMONSTRATION

enter the input and output valid
value lists.

data

Each step is described in detail below.

CSGEN (Data Set

1. Enter Valid Value Lists -

custom

Valid value lists are defined through the screen in Figure 2. The
list name must begin and end with a non-numeric character. The
list type is I for input lists and 0 for output lists. The data type is
either C for character or N for numeric. How the list values are
entered is determined by the data type.

Table 1 Sample of valid value list information,
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Figure 2 DSGEN: Blank valid value list entry screen.
FSEorr OO"IODATI\.FOAAVl\t

010.'1 0

DSGEN,

Valid. Value

Figure 5 DSGEN data set DEMOG chosen.
Scr;ee", I

~ins

l?SGEN: Creati"; Data sets

List IIIIIIIe:

List Type:
Data tYl>'"

_ (I_Input L1~t, a_OUtput List]
_ Ie_Character, II-IIUIIleric]

List,

tEnter character values as 'OQI'-'fint entry']
(EI'lter nUllleric
va:..ues a.
I_I]

(N,.",e must be;in with a cnaraeter and
contllin no special characters]
Description:

Demoqraphic In!ormation' _ _ _ _ __

I Press to CO"tinue I

~

Figure 3 shows an example of an input list to restrict field values.
A field for the contestant's sex will be defined on our data set To
limit field values to M and F, an input list named SEX is created.
Notice that the list type is I for Input Ust, and the data type is C to
denote a character field.

Each field is defined along with its. description, ,type, and length.
Also, valid value lists are assigned to restrict input values or format
output values (Figure 6). If a question mark is entered in the type,
input value list or output value list fields, you will be,presented with
a list of valid choices for that field. Notice that the field TYPE can
have the values '0' for a SAS date fiekl or 'T' to denote a SAS time
field. When the field type is 'D' or T, the user can select standard
SAS date and time value lists.

Figure 3 DSGEN: Completed valid value list entry screen.

Figure 6 Blank DSGEN data set definition screen.

FSEDrr OlITDDI\TA.FORMVI\L

Obs I

DSGEII,
tist N&rne,

SEX

the,

FS£DI'! OUTDDATA.MIIKE_DS (Subset]

Scree" 1

D~G£N:

Valid. Valu .. LiSts

List Type:
Data type:

DAta set Definition Sc ....."
I DemOgr.. phic Information

Data set Nam,,/Desc, D£MOG

1 (I-Ir:put List, a_OUtput List]
c (e_Character, II-Numeric]

Ol:>s 0

Fie!d Positlon:
Fleld NIIIlOeJDe.c,

(Enter character values as 'OOI'_'Urst entry']
IEnter numeric
va)...,es as
1-).]

Type:

'M' 'F'

IC-Chat, 'II_Numeric, O-Date, T-Ti:Re, 1 tor list)

Field. Lenqth:
Input Value List:

OUtput value List,

Figure 7 shows an example of the 'definition for the field SEX as it
would be entered on this screen. Notice that the defined input
value list SEX is used to restrict the input values for the field.

For this example, the valid value lists that have bee'n created are
shown in Table 1.

Figure 7 Completed DSGEN data set definition screen.
Defining Data Sets:
To define. data sets, a user provides the,data set name and a brief
description of the data 'set ,(Figure 4). Individual fields are also
defined.

FSEDIT OUTDDI\Tl\.MAK£_DS (SUl:>set)
DSGEN,

Field Position,
Field Na..e/Desc:

'"."

FigureA DSGEN choose data set screen.

Field Lenqth:
.nput Value List:

DSGEN, CWatinq Data sets
Data set na..e,

Data set t)efinltlcn Sc ....... "

oata set NameJDesc: OEMOG
2

S~

I DeotOOJraphic Information

_ _ I S.. ",_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1_

SEX •••••

OUtput Value List:

(N __ must lo"9"in witt> a cbaraeter a<><\
="Uin no spetial characters]

Description,

Table 2 lists the fields defined for the DEMOG data set.

I Prus to Continue I

~

Validating Definitions:

OQ the main menu, press the button labeled "Validate Data Set
8

information to submit programs to check the valid value lists and
the data set definitions.

The example data set name is DEMOG with a description of
Demographic Infonnat'lon (Figure 5).

Table 2 Sample of data set definitions for DEMOG data set.
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DSGEN Prompt

Format Catalog Term

defined data sets and the format catalog.

List Name

Format or informal name

Customizing the Data Access Screen

List Type

Type of fonnatlnput list(I)=infor",at entry,
output Iist(O) = format entry

access screen. Enter the data set name on Figure 8 to access the
screen (Figure 9). The screen will automatically be labeled with
the field descriptions.

Data Type

Type of Format: C=Character, N=Numeric

List

Input ranges and formatted values

Figure 8 DSGEN: Data access screen

The list type and date type information are combined to determine
the type of format entry.

Creating Data Sets:

Press the button labeled "Create Data Sets" to generate the

Select 'Customize Screens' on the main menu, to customize a data

DSGEN:

Data IIceess Scr&en Menu

Enter dat.a set name

I Press to Continu.. I

~

Figure 9 Customized data access screen for DEMOG data set.
FSEDtT PCtt:r.DEMOG

List T:r:Ee

Data T~pe

Resulting Format En!!:t

1(lnput List)
1(lnput List)
O(Output List)
O(Output List)

N(numeric)
C(character)
N(numeric)
C(character)

numeric informat
character informat
numeric format
character format

The valid value list in Table 1 is converted to the base SAS
program shown in Table 3.

ot>s 0

..

Table 3 Base SAS program to create the format catalog.

Contestant's NaIJI"

,

DAte or Sirth

".
Height (in feetl
Group Code

The data set has been created and is ready for data entry. The

first contestant's name is Kurtis Alexander. The information is
entered as M (Sex), 080178 (Date of Birth), 14 (Age), 5.5 (Height),
and A (Group Code). Notice in Figure 10 thatthe height and group
code is reformatted to Tall and Group 1 respectively. The date of
birth is reformatted to put slashes between the month, day and
year. If invalid information is entered into the fields SEX or AGE,
the system displays the following message: 'ERROR: Data value
is not valid. Please reenter.'.
Figure 10 Using the DEMOG data access screen.
FSE!):r:r O'OSET.OEMOG

Cbs 1

Contestant's II..,. ..

Kurets IIlexander _ _ __

Sex

M

!)ate or

Height

Birth

(in teet)

Group C_

08/01178

Tall_
Group 1

THE PROGRAMMER'S PERSPECTIVE
Creating the Format Catalog:
The -Enter Valid Value Lists- selection in Figure 1 prompts for
information to create the format catalog. The user-friendly prompts
and the more familiar SAS terminology for defining format catalogs
are listed below.

Defining Data Sets:
Figures 2 through 7 prompt the user to supply information that will
be used to create the. data set The user-friendly prompts and the
more familiar SAS terminology for defining data sets are listed
below.

}.
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DSGEN Prompt

Data Set Definition Terms

Data Set Name

Data Set Name
Data Sel Label
Variable Position in the Data Set
Variable Name
Variable Label
Variable Type (N=Numeric, C=Character)
Variable Length
Informat Name
Format Name

Description
Field Position
Field Name

Field Description
Field Type
Field Length
Input Value List
Output Value List
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The base SAS program in Table 4 is run to create the DEMOG
data set.

Customize Screens:
Data access screens are created for each data set. Select the
~Customize Screens: option in Figure 1. After entering the data set
name in Figure 8, the default screen is displayed (Figure 9). This
screen can be further modified to meet the user's specification.
Easily modified screen attributes include: screen text, field length,
initial, maximum and minimum values, required fields and field
protection and justification.

CONCLUSION
With DSGEN, users no longer need programming knowledge to
create SAS data sets. Creating data sets using DSGE N has been
challenging and rewarding for the non-programmers at PPD.
Programmers act as data set design consultants instead of building
the data sets. This shift in responsibility frees programmers to
work on other tasks. DSGEN creates base SAS maintenance
programs used to make changes in the data set structure or format
catalog specifications. The investment in building the application
has been justified by the increase in end user satisfaction and the
decrease in the programmer data set development time.

DSGEN was developed using Release 6.06 of the SAS System.
Base SAS, SASlAF®, and SASIFSP software and Screen Control
Language (SCL) were used to create the application on a Digital
Equipment Corporation VAXTM machine using version 5 of the
VMSTM operating system.
SAS, SASIAF, SASIFSP are registered trademarks of SAS
Institute, Inc. in the USA and other countries. VAX and VMS are
trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. ® denotes USA
registration.

Table 4 Base SAS program 10 creale DEMOG data sel.
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